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Snow’s Submission - Kristin
Miller 2017-06-12
I used to be sweet and
innocent...but that was until
Hunter put his hands on me.
Now, my body craves his, and
we've crossed the point of no
return. My stepmother
demands that I seduce a rich
jeweler to secure our fortune,
and under normal
circumstances, I wouldn't

mind. He's hotter than hell, I've
been crushing on him for years,
and after catching Hunter
pleasuring me over the hood of
his car, he wants me too.
There's only one problem: now
that I have Malcolm's
attention, I'm not sure I want
to leave Hunter's arms. The
Snow White Werewolf tale 3Part Serial is best enjoyed in
order. Reading Order: Part 1 -
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Snow's Seduction Part 2 Snow's Submission Part 3 Snow's Surrender
The Seduction (FREE
Thrilling Romance) - Roxy
Sloane 2015-03-24
Discover the sexy, wild series perfect for fans of Crossfire,
Fifty Shades, and Penelope
Sky! I'm your darkest secret.
Your dirtiest fantasy. Who am
I? The Seducer. And I've never
lost a case. Until her. Keely
Fawes. My mysterious new
target. Someone wants to
destroy her -- and I'm their
weapon of choice. Her secrets
could be my undoing. Her
innocence will ruin me. But I
don't care. I'm going to show
her how good it feels to be bad.
She'll be screaming in pleasure
- and it’ll be my name on her
lips. Forever. The Flawless
Trilogy: 1 Flawless Desire 2
Flawless Ruin 3 Flawless Prize
The Seduction Series: 1. The
Seduction 2. The Bargain 3.
The Invitation 4. The Release 5.
The Submission 6. The Secret
7. The Expose 8. The Reveal
The Kingpin Duet: 1. Kingpin 2.
His Queen Explicit: A
Standalone Romance PRAISE

FOR ROXY: "Nobody does it
like Roxy! A wild and romantic
thrill ride that will leave you
begging for more!" - Meghan
March, New York Times
bestselling author. "Steamy
and addictive! Roxy will leave
you on the edge of your seat and hungry for one more
page!" - Kendall Ryan, New
York Times bestselling author.
"Wickedly sexy and downright
dirty… Roxy Sloane's hottest
alpha yet!" -- Laurelin Paige,
New York Times Bestselling
Author "Filthy, addictive fun!
The explosive chemistry nearly
set my eReader to flames." -Lauren Blakely, New York
Times bestselling author.
KEYWORDS: contemporary
romance, erotic romance,
billionaire romance, billionaire,
series, erotic romance series,
suspense, romance series, dark
romance, hot romance, modern
romance, urban romance,
wealthy, CEO romance, office
romance, city romance, sensual
romance, something hot to
read, sensual romance, edgy
romance, fifty shades romance,
Roxy Sloane, Roxy Sloane
romance, seduction, seduction
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romance, the seduction by
Roxy Sloane, the seduction free
ebook, mystery romance, free
billionaire book, erotic
romance books free, romantic
suspense books free, billionaire
romance for adults, billionaire
romance books free,
contemporary romance free,
dark romance, dark romance
free, erotic books free, erotic
romance books free, romance
series, romantic series,
romance books, beach reads,
new adult, college, BDSM,
BDSM romance, free BDSM
romance, female, Penelope
Sky, Buttons series, Victoria
Quinn, Helen Hardt, Steele
Brothers, Stella Gray, Lola
Darling, Charlotte Byrd, books
like Fifty, stories, sensual,
sensual romance, alpha male,
dominant male, hot guy, racy,
billionaire romance free, sexy,
contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long
series, long romance series,
wealthy hero, wealthy heroes,
sassy, captivating romance,
hot, hot romance, forbidden
love, sparks, loyalty, mystery
books free.
The 5AM Club - Robin Sharma

2018-12-04
Legendary leadership and elite
performance expert Robin
Sharma introduced The 5am
Club concept over twenty years
ago, based on a revolutionary
morning routine that has
helped his clients maximize
their productivity, activate
their best health and
bulletproof their serenity in
this age of overwhelming
complexity. Now, in this lifechanging book, handcrafted by
the author over a rigorous fouryear period, you will discover
the early-rising habit that has
helped so many accomplish
epic results while upgrading
their happiness, helpfulness
and feelings of aliveness.
Through an enchanting—and
often amusing—story about two
struggling strangers who meet
an eccentric tycoon who
becomes their secret mentor,
The 5am Club will walk you
through: How great geniuses,
business titans and the world’s
wisest people start their
mornings to produce
astonishing achievements A
little-known formula you can
use instantly to wake up early
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feeling inspired, focused and
flooded with a fiery drive to get
the most out of each day A
step-by-step method to protect
the quietest hours of daybreak
so you have time for exercise,
self-renewal and personal
growth A neuroscience-based
practice proven to help make it
easy to rise while most people
are sleeping, giving you
precious time for yourself to
think, express your creativity
and begin the day peacefully
instead of being rushed
“Insider-only” tactics to defend
your gifts, talents and dreams
against digital distraction and
trivial diversions so you enjoy
fortune, influence and a
magnificent impact on the
world Part manifesto for
mastery, part playbook for
genius-grade productivity and
part companion for a life lived
beautifully, The 5am Club is a
work that will transform your
life. Forever.
Reckless Surrender - Zoe Blake
2021-08-13
An Enemies to Lovers Romance
Her first mistake was lying to
me. Did she actually think I
would let her get away with

this deception? I was going to
make her pay for every lie that
slipped from those gorgeous
lips. She may think this is just a
game, but I have a surprise for
her. I only play games I can
win, and my prize will be her
complete surrender. When a
commanding Lieutenant
Colonel from the marines and
an investigative reporter come
together in a battle of wills,
you know it's going to get
really really hot. Grab your
fans and ice water ladies you
will need then. - Lyn's Thinking
Out Loud BookBlog Previously
published as Own Me.
The Invitation - Roxy Sloane
2014-09-12
'The Invitation' begins a new
chapter in the sexy, wild series
- perfect for fans of Crossfire,
Fifty Shades, and Penelope
Sky! The invitation arrives out
of nowhere. No name. No
address. Just one simple
challenge. 'Play with me.' The
games are intoxicating, each
one more thrilling than the
last. And pleasure is the
ultimate prize. He knows my
secrets. He sees my darkest
desires. He can drive me to
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ecstasy -- and I don't even
know his name. This is your
invitation. Now it's your turn to
decide. Are you ready? ** The
Invitation introduces a new
couple, and can be enjoyed
without reading previous books
in the series. ** The Seduction
Series: 1. The Seduction 2. The
Bargain 3. The Invitation 4.
The Release 5. The Submission
6. The Secret 7. The Expose 8.
The Reveal The Flawless
Trilogy: 1 Flawless Desire 2
Flawless Ruin 3 Flawless Prize
The Kingpin Duet: 1. Kingpin 2.
His Queen Explicit: A
Standalone Romance The
Temptation Duet 1. One
Temptation 2. Two Rules
PRAISE FOR ROXY: "Nobody
does it like Roxy! A wild and
romantic thrill ride that will
leave you begging for more!" Meghan March, New York
Times bestselling author.
"Steamy and addictive! Roxy
will leave you on the edge of
your seat - and hungry for one
more page!" - Kendall Ryan,
New York Times bestselling
author. "Wickedly sexy and
downright dirty… Roxy
Sloane's hottest alpha yet!" --

Laurelin Paige, New York
Times Bestselling Author
"Filthy, addictive fun! The
explosive chemistry nearly set
my eReader to flames." -Lauren Blakely, New York
Times bestselling author.
KEYWORDS: contemporary
romance, erotic romance,
billionaire romance, billionaire,
series, erotic romance series,
suspense, romance series, dark
romance, hot romance, modern
romance, urban romance,
wealthy, CEO romance, office
romance, city romance, sensual
romance, something hot to
read, sensual romance, edgy
romance, fifty shades romance,
Roxy Sloane, Roxy Sloane
romance, seduction, explicit,
seduction romance, the
seduction by Roxy Sloane, the
seduction free ebook, mystery
romance, billionaire romance
for adults, free romance ebook,
free erotica, billionaire
romance books free,
contemporary romance free,
dark romance, dark romance,
erotic books, erotic romance
books, romance series,
romantic series, romance
books, beach reads, new adult,
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college, BDSM, BDSM
romance, BDSM romance,
female, stories, sensual,
sensual romance, alpha male,
dominant male, hot guy, racy,
billionaire romance free, sexy,
contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long
series, long romance series,
wealthy hero, wealthy heroes,
sassy, captivating romance,
hot, hot romance, forbidden
love, sparks, loyalty, mystery
books.
The Training - Tara Sue Me
2013-10-01
In this enticing read from New
York Times bestselling author
Tara Sue Me’s Submissive
Series, the submissive and her
dominant explore just how long
they can make the pleasure
last… It started with a hidden
desire. Millionaire CEO
Nathaniel West has always
played by his own strict set of
rules, ones he expects
everyone to follow—especially
the women he’s dominated in
his bedroom. But his newest
lover is breaking down all his
boundaries and rewriting his
rule book. Abby King never
imagined that she would

capture the heart of Nathaniel
West, one of New York City’s
most eligible bachelors—and
its most desirable dominant.
What began as a weekend
arrangement of pleasure has
become a passionate romance
with a man who knows every
inch of her body and her
soul—yet remains an enigmatic
lover. Though he is tender and
caring, his painful past remains
a wall between them. Abby
knows the only way to truly
earn his trust is to submit to
him fully and let go of all of her
lingering inhibitions. Because
to lead Nathaniel on a path to
greater intimacy, she must first
let him deeper into her world
than anyone has ever gone
before...
All He Needs - C.C. Gibbs
2013-12-17
ALL HE NEEDS Brilliant.
Wealthy. Powerful. Dominic
Knight is one of the hottest
tech developers in the world-and the most demanding lover
Kate Hart has ever known.
Whether in the boardroom or
the bedroom, he is always in
charge. But there is one thing
he cannot control: Kate's fiery
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heart... As a master in her field,
talented Kate surpassed
Dominic's wildest expectations.
As a woman of uncommon
intelligence and beauty, she
unlocked something deep
within him. Yet since their
professional relationship--and
erotically charged affair--came
to an end, the fire in him has
only grown stronger. Now, the
man who has everything will do
whatever it takes to reclaim
the woman he lost. From
Boston and Paris to Singapore
and San Francisco, he will lure
Kate back into his elite world
of privilege and passion.
Together, they will test the
limits of desire and the
boundaries of discipline. For
both, this is uncharted
territory--naked, reckless, and
uninhibited. But when
Dominic's deadliest enemies
target Kate, he must face his
darkest fears...and admit to
himself that she is all he needs.
Machine Habitus - Massimo
Airoldi 2021-12-13
We commonly think of society
as made of and by humans, but
with the proliferation of
machine learning and AI

technologies, this is clearly no
longer the case. Billions of
automated systems tacitly
contribute to the social
construction of reality by
drawing algorithmic
distinctions between the visible
and the invisible, the relevant
and the irrelevant, the likely
and the unlikely – on and
beyond platforms. Drawing on
the work of Pierre Bourdieu,
this book develops an original
sociology of algorithms as
social agents, actively
participating in social life.
Through a wide range of
examples, Massimo Airoldi
shows how society shapes
algorithmic code, and how this
culture in the code guides the
practical behaviour of the code
in the culture, shaping society
in turn. The ‘machine habitus’
is the generative mechanism at
work throughout myriads of
feedback loops linking humans
with artificial social agents, in
the context of digital
infrastructures and pre-digital
social structures. Machine
Habitus will be of great
interest to students and
scholars in sociology, media
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and cultural studies, science
and technology studies and
information technology, and to
anyone interested in the
growing role of algorithms and
AI in our social and cultural
life.
Demand to Submit - Jaci Burton
2017
In a secret laboratory on Earth,
Waia is discovered and
rescued. Genetically altered
and abandoned by those who
changed her, she's suffering
extreme pain. The DNA inside
her demands her submission to
a master, yet she can feel no
sexual joy of her own. She's
taken to Dargon to be trained
by Master Kyr, who demands
that Waia learn to accept her
own pleasure before she can
satisfy him. Through the bonds
of emotion, submission and
trust, Kyr reawakens Waia's
sexuality, embarking on a
voyage to discovery that
provides surprises even for
him. But danger lurks for Waia
at the end of her journey, and
she must learn to put her trust
in her own instincts and a man
who claims he can train, but
never love.

Playing with Temptation Erika Wilde 2015-03-23
When Raina Beck is given an
invitation to The Players Club,
all she wants is a night of
decadence with a gorgeous,
sexy stranger. The seductive,
mysterious man she meets
fulfills her deepest desires,
giving her a night she’ll never
forget. But forgetting him isn’t
quite so easy. Logan Cruz
prefers his women submissive
and compliant in the
bedroom…everything the
independent Raina is not. Yet
from the first moment he lays
eyes on her, he’s determined to
make Raina his. Despite her
resistance. When Logan is
assigned to protect Raina from
a stalker, everything between
them changes and emotions
run deep. Falling in love was
never on Raina’s agenda, but
can she let go of the past and
surrender the one thing he
wants the most . . . her heart?
Ravage and Surrender - Cali
MacKay 2015-02-17
Approximately 200 pages.
From NY Times and USA Today
bestselling author... Jake made
a mistake that’s haunted him
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for years—walking away from
the woman he loves. When
Hannah calls him, desperately
needing his help to find their
good friend—and her estranged
husband—he immediately
returns to her side. But before
long, he realizes there’s no
denying his feelings for her,
though his timing couldn’t be
worse, and she’s yet to forget
that he broke her heart. Yet
Jake’s a determined man, but
can he overcome the mistakes
of his past, and a husband back
from the dead, who’s decided
he wants his wife back? ***
This novel does contain a
Happily Ever After ending for
the couple. Due to the adult
language and explicit sex
scenes, this book is for adults
only.***
Her Sweet Surrender - Red
Phoenix 2021-01-12
Flawless Desire - Roxy Sloane
2022-01-10
Are you ready to surrender?
Discover the sensual, thrilling
new saga from USA Today
bestselling author Roxy Sloane,
perfect for fans of Fifty Shades
and Penelope Skye. Flawless…

Caleb Sterling is seductive.
Commanding. Revered. And
he’s hiding a dark secret that
could bring his luxury jewelry
empire crumbling to the
ground. Glittering… He gets
what he wants, and he’s set his
sights on me. But I have a
secret of my own. Forever…?
The game is set. The stakes
couldn’t be higher. But who
will claim the ultimate prize?
THE FLAWLESS TRILOGY: 1.
Flawless Desire 2. Flawless
Ruin 3. Flawless Prize The
Seduction Series: 1. The
Seduction 2. The Bargain 3.
The Invitation 4. The Release 5.
The Submission 6. The Secret
7. The Expose 8. The Reveal
The Kingpin Duet: 1. Kingpin 2.
His Queen The Temptation
Duet: One Temptation Two
Rules Explicit: A Standalone
Romance PRAISE FOR ROXY:
"Nobody does it like Roxy! A
wild and romantic thrill ride
that will leave you begging for
more!" - Meghan March, New
York Times bestselling author.
"Steamy and addictive! Roxy
will leave you on the edge of
your seat - and hungry for one
more page!" - Kendall Ryan,
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New York Times bestselling
author. "Wickedly sexy and
downright dirty… Roxy
Sloane's hottest alpha yet!" -Laurelin Paige, New York
Times Bestselling Author
"Filthy, addictive fun! The
explosive chemistry nearly set
my eReader to flames." -Lauren Blakely, New York
Times bestselling author.
The Submission - Roxy Sloane
2014-12-10
Discover the sexy, wild series perfect for fans of Crossfire,
Fifty Shades, and Penelope
Sky! Most women don't know
the pleasure of total surrender.
You've fantasized about it.
Maybe you've even tried. Asked
for his hands to grip you a little
tighter. If he could tie you up.
Hold you down. But he always
stops too soon. He doesn't
mean it when he makes you
beg for him, doesn't push you
to the limits of your pleasure
and demand everything you
have to give--and more. You
wonder, what would it be like
with a man who truly
commanded you? How sweet
would the release be, giving
yourself up completely? No

limits. No boundaries. His
control. PRAISE FOR ROXY:
"Nobody does it like Roxy! A
wild and romantic thrill ride
that will leave you begging for
more!" - Meghan March, New
York Times bestselling author.
"Steamy and addictive! Roxy
will leave you on the edge of
your seat - and hungry for one
more page!" - Kendall Ryan,
New York Times bestselling
author. "Wickedly sexy and
downright dirty… Roxy
Sloane's hottest alpha yet!" -Laurelin Paige, New York
Times Bestselling Author
"Filthy, addictive fun! The
explosive chemistry nearly set
my eReader to flames." -Lauren Blakely, New York
Times bestselling author. The
Flawless Trilogy: 1 Flawless
Desire 2 Flawless Ruin 3
Flawless Prize The Seduction
Series: 1. The Seduction 2. The
Bargain 3. The Invitation 4.
The Release 5. The Submission
6. The Secret 7. The Expose 8.
The Reveal The Kingpin Duet:
1. Kingpin 2. His Queen The
Temptation Duet: One
Temptation Two Rules Explicit:
A Standalone Romance
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KEYWORDS: contemporary
romance, erotic romance,
billionaire romance, billionaire,
series, erotic romance series,
suspense, romance series, dark
romance, hot romance, modern
romance, urban romance,
wealthy, CEO romance, office
romance, city romance, sensual
romance, something hot to
read, sensual romance, edgy
romance, fifty shades romance,
Roxy Sloane, Roxy Sloane
romance, seduction, explicit,
seduction romance, the
seduction by Roxy Sloane, the
seduction free ebook, mystery
romance, billionaire romance
for adults, billionaire romance
books free, contemporary
romance free, dark romance,
dark romance, erotic books,
erotic romance books, romance
series, romantic series,
romance books, beach reads,
new adult, college, BDSM,
BDSM romance, BDSM
romance, female, stories,
sensual, sensual romance,
alpha male, dominant male, hot
guy, racy, billionaire romance
free, sexy, contemporary,
contemporary romance,
romance series, long series,

long romance series, wealthy
hero, wealthy heroes, sassy,
captivating romance, hot, hot
romance, forbidden love,
sparks, loyalty, mystery books.
The Theory of Attraction Delphine Dryden 2012-10-16
Presents three erotic stories,
including "The Theory of
Attraction," in which Camilla
and her sexy rocket scientist
neighbor experiment with
dominant and submissive roles
as sexual partners.
A Snow White Werewolf Tale
- Kristin Miller 2017-05-20
Mirror Mirror on the wall, for
which man will fair Snow White
fall? The playboy who stole her
heart, or the billionaire who
will give her anything her heart
desires. She must choose - and
now - to claim her role as alpha
of her pack. Snow's Seduction
My wicked stepmother has
come up with a plan to save
our pack: seduce a rich
jeweler. When he agrees to
bond with me and make me his
forever, we'll be golden. Not
such a bad deal, considering
he's crazy hot. Except, I'm not
a temptress. It's a good thing
my best friend, Hunter, has
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come back into the area. He'll
teach me the rules of
seduction, but that isn't all I'm
learning... Snow's Submission I
used to be sweet and
innocent...but that was until
Hunter put his hands on me.
Now, my body craves his, and
we've crossed the point of no
return. My stepmother
demands that I seduce a rich
jeweler to secure our fortune,
and under normal
circumstances, I wouldn't
mind. He's hotter than hell.
There's one problem: now that
I have Malcolm's attention, I'm
not sure I want to leave
Hunter's arms. Snow's
Surrender I must choose
between Hunter, my best
friend turned lover, and
Malcolm, who wants to
pleasure me senseless. There's
too much at stake to screw up
now. If I choose Hunter, the
pack will lose the only home
it's ever known. Selfishness
isn't exactly the beaming trait
of an Alpha, and I long to rule
someday. But if I make the
smarter choice, the one that
will save us all, I'll be betraying
my heart.

Wicked Ties - Shayla Black
2007-01-02
She didn’t know what she
wanted… Morgan O’Malley has
seen a lot of kinky things as the
hostess of a cable sex talk
show. But she’s never met a
man like Jack Cole before. A
self-proclaimed dominant, he’s
as alpha as a male can
get—and good for Morgan to
have around when an obsessed
stalker ratchets up his
attempts to get to her. Until he
made her beg for it. Though
Jack is a bodyguard, Morgan
feels anything but safe in his
presence because, slowly and
seductively, Jack is bringing
her deepest fantasies to the
surface. And when he bends
her to his will, what’s more
shocking than her surrender is
how much she enjoys it—and
starts to crave his masterful
touch. A willing player in Jack’s
games, Morgan knows that his
motives aren’t pure, but she
has no idea how personal they
are…
A Scandal, a Secret, a Baby Sharon Kendrick 2013-03-01
One sinful night… Dante
D'Arezzo is the last person
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famous songwriter Justina
Perry wants to see at her best
friend's wedding. The wickedly
sexy Italian is ruthless to the
core. He broke her heart once;
she won't surrender to his
insatiable desire again. But
what Dante wants… One very
big scandal! Justina's
pregnancy hits the front page
and Dante knows he's the
father. He'll make her pay for
trying to keep his child from
him. His Miss Independent is
about to become completely
dependent…on him! This
Italian will claim his heir
and—if he wants her—a wife!
Plus a Sharon Kendrick readerfavorite: Marriage Scandal,
Showbiz Baby!
Hidden Love - Cali MacKay
2014-06-19
From New York Times and USA
Today Bestselling Author, Cali
MacKay... Lucy’s been scouring
through her ancestor’s journal
in the hope of finding the long
lost pirate treasure of Mermaid
Isle. But when a sexy stranger
walks into her bookstore
looking like the very pirates
she’s been reading about, she
can’t ignore their immediate

attraction and soon finds
herself throwing caution to the
wind and falling for Niall.
Niall’s one goal is to find the
treasure his ancestors buried,
but he only has one half of the
puzzle and he’s convinced that
Lucy Nordson holds the other
half. If he had to charm
someone, then he could do a
hell of a lot worse than the
gorgeous and talented
redhead, but he soon finds
himself torn when his hunt for
the treasure and the lies he’s
told to find it, get in the way of
what his heart truly wants.
With the stakes high and their
deceptions getting in the way,
can they find the treasure and
true love or will they risk it all
in the end? *This is the second
book in the Mermaid Isle
Romance Series, though it can
stand alone and is a complete
novel that does not end on a
cliff hanger. Due to the adult
content, this is NOT for readers
under 18 years of age.*
Blush - Suzanne Forster 1996
Desperate for the freedom and
respect that her wealth,
privilege, and beauty cannot
buy, Augusta Featherstone
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undertakes a desperate gamble
by arranging for her own
abduction, but her captor is a
mysterious stranger with his
own dangerous agenda.
Original.
Seduction and Surrender - C.C.
Gibbs 2016-03-01
From the peaks of erotic
ecstacy-to the point of no
return . . . Power. Passion.
Pleasure beyond imagining.
Billionaire playboy Rafe Contini
offers all this-and more-to the
beautiful Nicole Parrish, a
young American traveler with a
taste for adventure that
matches his own. From the
private yachts of Monte Carlo
to the palatial estates of
Geneva to the glittering
penthouses of Bangkok, Rafe
has shown her a world of
unimaginable sensual delights.
Now, he is ready to take her to
the next daring level. Of
danger. Of desire. Of
deliciously erotic selfdiscovery. Nicole has never
known a man as sexy, as
strong-or as commanding-as
Rafe Contini. Night after
steamy night, he turns up the
heat, tests her boundaries, and

pushes the limits of her body
and soul to the point of
sweetest agony. But when this
masterful lover sweeps her
away to a secluded island
getaway-where anything can
and will happen-Nicole must
decide just how far she wants
to take this game. And just how
much she can bend Rafe's rules
...
Snow’s Seduction - Kristin
Miller 2017-06-05
Hair black as a raven's coat,
skin as white as snow, lips as
read as, blabitty-blah, blah,
blah. If one more person calls
me sweet and innocent, I'm
losing my head. I've got more
pressing matters to think
about. Like the fact that our
wolf pack is in serious debt. If I
can't find a way to secure
financing for our estate, we'll
lose our shifting sanctuary. My
stepmother—wonderfully
wicked as she is—has come up
with a plan: seduce a rich
jeweler who's visiting for the
weekend. And then, when he
agrees to bond with me and
make me his forever, we'll be
saved. Not such a bad deal,
considering he's crazy hot, and
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I've had a crush on him
forever. One problem: I'm not a
temptress, not by a long shot.
It's a good thing my childhood
best friend, Hunter, has come
back into the area. He's always
been a playboy and knows how
to get what he wants. He
agrees to teach me the rules of
seduction, but before long, I
realize I'm the one being
played. The Snow White
Werewolf tale 3-Part Serial is
best enjoyed in order. Reading
Order: Part 1 - Snow's
Seduction Part 2 - Snow's
Submission Part 3 - Snow's
Surrender
Seduction and Surrender Cali MacKay 2014-11-26
From New York Times and USA
Today Bestselling Author, Cali
MacKay... Chef Emma Sparrow
has poured her heart and soulnot to mention all her moneyinto the restaurant of her
dreams. But when Quinn
Ryker, her landlord and
billionaire playboy, refuses to
renew her lease, her entire
world and all those who
depend on her, are at risk.
Quinn's spent months trying to
stifle his curiosity for the

gorgeous chef who runs the
kitchen of his favorite bistro
like she's a five-star general.
He can't help but want her,
especially when she comes
marching into his office full of
fire and passion, furious with
him and demanding he renew
her lease. Yet he now has
something she wants, and he
knows just what he'll do with
that heat and anger of hers,
especially once she's in his bed.
A bargain is stuck that will
save Emma's restaurant and
give Quinn what he most
desires-Emma. But it turns out
there's a lot more on the line
when negotiating matters
involving one's body, heart,
and soul.
Snow’s Surrender - Kristin
Miller 2017-06-19
Time is running out... I have to
choose between Hunter, my
best friend turned lover, and
Malcolm, the jeweler who
wants to pleasure me
senseless. There's too much at
stake to screw up now. If I
choose Hunter, the pack will
lose the only home it's ever
known. Selfishness isn't exactly
the beaming trait of an Alpha,
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and I long to rule someday. But
if I make the smarter choice,
the one that will save us all, I'll
be betraying my heart. Hunter
taught me the rules of
seduction. Only he taught them
too well and I've fallen hard for
the wrong guy... The Snow
White Werewolf tale 3-Part
Serial is best enjoyed in order.
Reading Order: Part 1 - Snow's
Seduction Part 2 - Snow's
Submission Part 3 - Snow's
Surrender
The Highland Heart Collection- The Complete Series - Cali
MacKay 2013-07-29
*** From NY Times bestselling
author, Cali MacKay... Desired
is the complete collection of
the Desired series, and
contains the 3 FULL LENGTH
novels in the entire The
Highland Heart Series-- The
Highlander's Hope, A Highland
Home, and A Highland Heist.
*** *** A Highland Home Dr.
Catriona Ross is well on her
way to finding the lost highland
treasure she’s been hunting.
The only thing standing in her
way is the infuriatingly sexy,
smart and stubborn Iain
MacCraigh—otherwise known

as Scotland’s most eligible
bachelor. Iain can't believe his
luck when he finds out the
jewels are hidden away
somewhere on his land-- and it
doesn't hurt that the historian
looking for them has curves to
go with her smarts. With his
brother betting the family
fortune, this is the life line he
desperately needs. The odds
are against them, and with
word getting out about the
jewels, they're not the only
ones on the hunt. Time's
running out, but can they learn
to trust each other, or will they
lose the jewels and true love in
the process? *** A Highland
Home All her life, Rowan
Campbell has been desperate
for answers about her
father—yet her mother refused
to speak of him, even on her
deathbed. Desperate to find the
father she’s never known,
Rowan moves from the States
to her mother’s hometown in
Scotland, determined to
uncover her mother’s secrets.
When Angus Macleod agrees to
help Rowan, a family friend,
the last thing he expects is to
fall hard for the fiery redhead,
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who makes him rethink his
bachelor ways. Unable to shake
her from his thoughts, he’s
happy to help her find her
father. But when Angus
discovers Rowan’s mother left
Scotland pregnant and
terrified, he wonders if
Rowan’s quest for answers is
putting in her danger. Before
long, Angus finds himself
hindering Rowan’s search,
despite knowing his actions
could ruin any chance he has
for happiness. But with Rowan
closing in on her father’s
identity, will Angus be able to
keep her from harm—and will
she ever forgive him for
standing in her way? *** A
Highland Heist Feisty and fiery
security expert, Maggie
Brennan, is thrilled when she
lands the job to design the
security system for the
Highlander’s Hope. At the top
of her field, she usually prefers
to work alone, but when the
owner of the priceless jewels
insists she work with his
computer security expert,
Conall Stewart, she doesn’t
mind it as much as she thought
she would. Not when Conall is

damn smart and smoking hot,
despite his gruff and grumpy
exterior. Maggie loves a
challenge, and she’s sure
Conall could be a whole lot of
fun if he just loosened up a
little. The last thing Conall
wants is to deal with Maggie,
especially when she pushes all
his buttons with her perky and
highly caffeinated demeanor.
All he wants is to be left alone,
but the woman is distractingly
gorgeous, brilliant and funny.
Before he even has a chance to
shore up his defenses, she’s
managed to weasel her way
into his heart, despite him
having sworn off any type of
relationship. Yet outside forces
are playing dirty, and there’s
suddenly more on the line than
the Highlander’s Hope and a
love they never thought they’d
find.
Temptation - Ivy Smoak
2015-04-08
Indulge in the temptation in
the breakout series The Hunted
by Ivy Smoak. When Penny
Taylor runs into a handsome
stranger in a coffee shop, she
believes her luck has finally
changed. After having her
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confidence unwound by her ex,
she falls hard for a true
gentleman. But once she
realizes that her crush is her
communications professor, her
world is turned upside down.
Haunted by dreams of the
alluring Professor Hunter,
Penny can't seem to dismiss
her fantasies and the
temptation to have him grows
deeper. Will the excitement,
danger, and mystery
surrounding Professor Hunter
bring her to her knees? This
book is intended for mature
audiences.
Seduce Me at Sunrise - Lisa
Kleypas 2008-09-30
Seduce Me at Sunrise, the
second book in the Hathaways
series by beloved author Lisa
Kleypas. Kev Merripen has
longed for the beautiful, wellbred Winnifred Hathaway ever
since her family rescued him
from the brink of death when
he was just a boy. But this
handsome Gypsy is a man of
mysterious origins—and he
fears that the darkness of his
past could crush delicate,
luminous Win. So Kev refuses
to submit to temptation...and

before long Win is torn from
him by a devastating twist of
fate. Then, Win returns to
England...only to find that Kev
has hardened into a man who
will deny love at all costs.
Meantime, an attractive,
seductive suitor has set his
sights on Win. It's now or never
for Kev to make his move. But
first, he must confront a
dangerous secret about his
destiny—or risk losing the only
woman he has lived for.
Dare to Surrender - Carly
Phillips 2014-07-25
A woman who needs to run her
own life. A man who needs to
exert control. Can she
surrender to his demands
without losing her sense of self
once more? After ending a
relationship to a cheating,
domineering man, Isabelle
Masters takes off in her leased
Mercedes, only to be arrested
for grand theft and hauled to a
local police station. To her
surprise, she is rescued by the
most unlikely person, Gabriel
Dare, a man she’s been
attracted to for far too long.
Although Gabe yearns to
possess Isabelle, he knows all
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too well he must fight his
primitive need to bind her to
him, and instead help bring out
the independent woman she
yearns to become — or risk
losing her for good.
The Gilded Cage - Lauren
Smith 2015-06-09
Passion that takes no
prisoners, and love that tests
the limits of ecstasy . . . Fenn
Lockwood comes alive in the
shadows. Though he might
have physically survived the
kidnapping that stole his
childhood, the trauma and pain
he lived through have marked
him forever. Now the only
place where Fenn can be
himself is within the walls of
his private BDSM world-a place
of erotic obsession, where
desire isn't just captured . . .
it's bound. Hayden Thorne
knows that behind Fenn's
hardened exterior is a man
worth fighting for. Yet to save
him from the past that still
haunts him, Hayden will have
to abandon every inhibition
she's ever had and venture into
Fenn's intoxicatingly sensual
world. Each tantalizing second
she spends in Fenn's searing

embrace is more delicious than
the last and soon Hayden
begins to think that she may
never want to leave such
torturous bliss . . .
Teach Me / Getting Dirty:
Teach Me (Filthy Rich
Billionaires) / Getting Dirty
(Mills & Boon Dare) - Caitlin
Crews 2020-01-23
Teach Me ‘Ask me for what you
want...’ Socialite Erika
Vanderberg has finally gained
access to Berlin's most
exclusive sex club. She’s here
for one person: Dorian
Alexande, who wants her
complete, delicious surrender.
But can a stubborn socialite
submit to the one man she's
always wanted...and risk
unleashing her true self?
Obsession - Cali MacKay
2015-07-20
From New York Times and USA
Today Bestselling Author, Cali
MacKay... Keane’s college
sweetheart, Lilly, is the only
woman he’s ever loved—too
bad he was far too young and
stupid to realize it, and ended
things between them in the
worst possible way. He’s spent
the last seven years trying to
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become a better
man—someone Lilly can
hopefully learn to trust and fall
in love with once more. But
when he goes stumbling back
into her life in the middle of the
night, professing his undying
love, he’s off to a damn rocky
start. Lilly's never really gotten
over Keane, even if she’s
moved on. The only use she
now has for him is as her
inspiration for the steamy
romances she secretly pens
under a different name. When
Keane comes crashing back
into her life, it's the last thing
she expects—but she has
bigger worries than a lying,
cheating ex, when she has a
stalker fan who wants his own
leading role, and has managed
to track her down. Keane’s
offering her his protection, and
feeling cornered, she takes it.
Stuck living with him for the
foreseeable future, it's hard to
deny the chemistry that still
exists between them, and he
soon has her wondering if he
has indeed changed from the
guy who broke her heart. But
with a stalker hunting her and
love on the line, can she really

keep herself—and her heart—
safe? *** This novel contains a
Happily Ever After ending.
Although part of a series, this
book can be read as a stand
alone novel.***
Dark Domination - Everly
Stone 2015-06-09
WARNING: Dark, dirty,
forbidden, and hot as hell.
Marine turned billionaire arms
dealer Jackson Hawke has one
goal--to have the woman who
ruined his life at his mercy.
He'll see her on her knees,
even if he has to pay for the
privilege. Six years ago,
Hannah buried her twin sister.
Now, with her family in
jeopardy, Hannah must sell
herself to a wealthy stranger in
order to save their home. She
expects to be scarred by the
experience. She doesn't expect
to pay penance for her sister's
sins or to meet a man who
brings her body savagely to
life. Now Hannah must choose-confess to Jackson that she's
not the twin he's looking for
and forfeit the money she
needs to survive, or submit to a
man whose dark domination
may be the end of them both. *
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*CLIFFHANGER ALERT: Dark
Domination ends in a
cliffhanger. It is the 1st in the
Bought by the Billionaire
romance series. The entire
series is out now. Same steamy
romance, new author name.* *
Keywords: Bondage &
spanking (BDSM), clamps &
cuffs, rough sex, public sex,
toys, alpha/dominant male,
romance, romantic, erotic,
erotica, S&M, contemporary,
women's fiction, short story,
short stories, completed series,
series, serial, the bought by the
billionaire series, lili valente, l.
valente, suspense, free books,
freebies, billionaire, military,
kidnapped, steamy
Ruthless Surrender - Zoe
Blake 2021-06-18
An Enemies to Lovers Romance
I know her darkest secret and
am just ruthless enough to use
it against her. Whether she
likes it or not, I’m the only one
who can help her, but I do
nothing for free. My price is
her complete surrender. She
can hate me all she wants, as
long as she pays with her body.
And if she tries to run? That
will just cost her more. Dark,

sexy and hot! Three words to
sum up this book. If you love
alpha men definitely a must
read. - Sweet & Spicy Reads
Previously published as Fight
Me.
Control Games - Allyson Lindt
2018-10-23
Julie is living her dream. She's
opening a video-game themed
cookie bouquet shop with her
best friend. But even dreams
come with stress and sleepless
nights. Their primary investor,
Dante, is as overbearing in real
life as he is on his award
winning cooking show. On the
other hand, he's sexy as hell,
and his boyfriend, Christopher,
is as kind as he is a gorgeous,
drool-worthy geek of a guy.
She likes looking, but she’d
rather have a hands-on
experience. When the tension
of trying to keep her business
together threatens to tear Julie
apart, Christopher's got a
solution for teaching her to
share the workload. If she can
surrender control in the
bedroom, it might help her
delegate in the office. Is
submission worth the cost?
What starts as game where
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blindfolds and submission are
the board pieces becomes more
serious. Until Julie discovers
that Dante and Christopher
have kept a secret from her
that shatters her trust, leaving
their hearts and jobs one move
away from game over.
Publisher's Note: This book
was previously released under
the same title. Other Books By
Allyson Lindt Valkyrie's Legacy
Series (Urban Fantasy)
Valkyrie Reborn Valkyrie
Hunted Valkyrie Concealed
Valkyrie Crowned Three Player
Co-op (Ménage Romance)
Looking For It Waiting For It
Asking For It Running For It
Fighting For It Game for
Cookies Series (Ménage
Romance) Seduction Games
Control Games Two Plus One
(Ménage Romance) Their Nerd
Their Matchmaker 3d20 Series
(Ménage Romance) Roll
Against Trust Roll Against
Regret Roll Against Discovery
Roll Against Betrayal
Subscribe, Live, Love Series
(Ménage Romance) Red
Hunted Red Consumed Beauty
Claimed Beauty Awakened
Ubiquity Series (Urban Fantasy

Reverse Harem) Seductive Soul
Soul Reaper Soul Betrayer
Truth's Harem Series (Urban
Fantasy Reverse Harem) Fate's
Illusion Innovation's Muse
Apathy's Hero Ridden Hard
(M/F Contemporary Romance)
Hard Flip Hard Pack Riding the
Wave Drive Me Wild Love
Equation (Contemporary
Romance) Rival Charmed by
the Geeks Regret Restraint
Love Games (M/F
Contemporary Romance) His
Reputation Her Airman His
Cosplayer Love Hack (M/F
Contemporary Romance) His
Hacker His Infatuation Her
Surrender Hacking
Wonderland (Suspense)
Reagan through the Looking
Glass The Hatter and the Hare
Painting the Roses Red
Reigning Hearts Null Equation
(Dystopian Romance) Over
Exposed Over Stimulated Over
Shared Stand Alone Titles
Seeking More (M/F New Adult
Romance) Destined for
Temptation (Paranormal
Romance)
Hard As It Gets - Laura Kaye
2013-11-26
Five dishonored soldiers.
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Former Special Forces. One
last mission. These are the men
of Hard Ink. Trouble just
walked into Nicholas Rixey's
tattoo parlor. Becca Merritt is
warm, sexy, wholesome—pure
temptation to a very jaded
Nick. He's left his military life
behind to become co-owner of
Hard Ink Tattoo, but Becca is
his ex-commander's daughter.
Loyalty won't let him turn her
away. Lust has plenty to do
with it too. With her brother
presumed kidnapped, Becca
needs Nick. She just wasn't
expecting to want him so
much. As their investigation
turns into all-out war with an
organized crime ring, only Nick
can protect her. And only
Becca can heal the scars no
one else sees. Desire is the
easy part. Love is as hard as it
gets. Good thing Nick is always
up for a challenge . . .
Working Stiff - Blair Babylon
2016-05-11
Here's the problem: when Rox
was hired, she told her
smoking-hot boss Cash that she
was married, but she's not.
Now, three years later, she's
kind of accidentally living with

him, and he's being a perfect
gentleman, dang it.Everybody
in the office said that Cash was
a heartbreaker, that he'd bump
her and dump her, so Rox
decided not to become a
statistic. She went out and
bought herself some rings of
the finest cubic zirconia so that
she could work with Cash, who
was several inches over six feet
tall, emerald-eyed, ripped,
gorgeous, his tailored suit
clinging to his athletic body,
sporting a British accent, and
loaded.It had seemed like such
a good idea at the time.But
now, three years later, she and
Cash have become friends.
They travel together for work
often, and they're the best of
buddies.When Rox gets thrown
out of her apartment, Cash
insists that she come live with
him until they can find her a
place because that's what
friends do.Now, even though
everyone insists that Cash
never goes after married
women, something about him
has changed. There are little
touches, little slips, and Rox is
more and more tempted to tell
hunky, gorgeous Cash that she
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never was married.And then
he'll take her and break her,
and then he'll walk away, and
then she'll lose her job, and she
still hasn't found a place to
live.And yet, every time he
looks at her with mischief in
his dark green eyes, every time
they're teasing and it somehow
turns into tickling, every time
she swats at him and somehow
ends up in his arms, she wants
so much to risk
everything.What's a working
stiff to do when she falls in love
with her friend, the boss?
Temptation - Cali MacKay
2015-02-16
From NY Times and USA Today
bestselling author Cali
MacKay... When Paige Foley
decides to escape work for a
bit and see the Irish
countryside, the last thing she
expects is to stumble into a
handsome photographer who’s
happy to show her the
sights—and seduce her into his
bed. Connor is just supposed to
be a bit of fun, but things take
an unexpected turn,
threatening to derail her life.
Connor’s been avoiding the
reality of his life, and knows

he’ll eventually have to head
back home to Seattle to help
run his family’s empire. He’s
supposed to settle down and do
what’s expected of him—except
that he’s never played by the
rules, and has little desire to
start now, especially when he
can’t get Paige out of his head,
even if she’s long gone, their
fling far too brief and leaving
him wanting more. When Paige
unexpectedly shows up at his
front door, Connor’s ready for
a lot more fun, but he may have
gotten more than he expected,
especially when fate has a
twisted sense of humor.
Surrender to More - Rachel
De Lune 2016-09-15
Trust. A simple notion for
some, but impossibly out of
reach for Jessica Riley. The
walls around her heart are
built high from betrayal and
years of keeping everyone at
arm's length. She's happy with
the way her life is, or so she
thought. Hard core Dom, Lucas
Clark, was immediately drawn
to Jessica. As their paths
continue to cross, Lucas tests
Jessica's submissive nature, as
well as her steadfast resolve to
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keep her emotions out of her
relationships. He wants more
than just sex. He demands Jess'
trust. The one thing she keeps
locked away. As their bond
intensifies, Jessica fears that
this Greek God will put the
pieces of her heart back
together. Family, marriages
and ghosts of her past all
plague her ability to trust her
own decisions, especially the
ones that revolve around love.
A woman who's afraid of heart
break fights her own surrender
against the man who doesn't
let her play it safe anymore.
The Billionaire Wins the
Game - Melody Anne
2011-08-16
Joseph Anderson has decided it
is time his three successful
sons find brides. Joseph wants
grandbabies to fill his huge
mansion, and he wants them
immediately. His eldest son
Lucas is successful in all areas
of his life except love. He has
no desire to have any woman
enter that life causing chaos or
using his family's name. Amy
Harper was raised in tragic
circumstances and does not
like pampered, rich men who

have been handed everything
with a silver spoon. She spent
years finishing her education
and was blessed to get a job
with the famous Andersons
Corporation. Amy and Lucas
will fight their attraction to
each other, but find that they
cannot resist the sparks that
fly. They take a journey
together learning to challenge,
trust and ultimately..... love.
When Amy becomes pregnant
after a night of passion with
her boss, she is scared he will
take the baby and run, but with
the love of Lucas's family, who
are not only rich and
successful, but also kind and
giving, she starts to realize that
being rich does not make or
break a man, and starts to
picture the happily ever after
she never believed in for
herself.
Edge of Temptation - Megan
Crane 2016-04-05
Vikings meet outlaw bikers in
this scorching dystopain
romance from USA Today
bestselling author Megan
Crane. Gunnar: Warrior.
Raider. Unstoppable force of
nature. Gunnar does not
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believe in black magic. But if
there’s a chance it might bring
back his lost mate from her
early death, he’ll try it. For the
doomed spell to work, all he
needs to capture is a virgin.
Maud was promised to the
church a long time ago, though
she has never felt like she
belonged. She is still an
innocent, but her heart has
always been too rebellious. Her
curiosity and her desires are
too...powerful. Yet when she
encounters brooding, ruthless
Gunnar, the sexual tension that
flares between them obliterates
any sense of duty. She’s
managed to avoid surrender all
these holy years. Her very soul
has depended on it. But
Gunnar’s iron control makes
her want nothing more than to

bare her heart, and submit to
him completely... “If you’re
looking for something that’s
going to fog up the bus
windows on your commute,
look no further...and the BDSM
is off the chain.” (Romance and
Smut) “Wowsers! What a
read!” (Contemporary
Romance Reviews) Readers
will be completely captivated
by Edge of Temptation, a rich,
intense, deliciously dirty erotic
romance. *Full length romance,
featuring a dominant hero who
pushes boundaries, graphic,
steamy sex, BDSM and an
HEA. To immerse yourself
completely in the Edge world
don’t miss these other books:
#1: Edge of Obsession #3:
Edge of Control #4: Edge of
Power (Wulf, The Raider King’s
novel)
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